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Introduction

• Income Contingent Loans operate in a number of countries around 
the world

• First introduced in Australia in 1989 but since been introduced in 
New Zealand (1992), the US (1994), the United Kingdom (1998), 
Hungary (2001), South Korea (2011), Japan (2017)

• However, crucial differences in how these schemes operate
– Argue that some of these schemes are not true ICL schemes despite 

repayments being based on income



ICLs are different

• Conventional time based repayment loans (mortgage style loans)  
involve a nominal repayment of $X per month for n years. With a 
mortgage style loan/TBRL :

– An increase in the interest rates raises monthly nominal repayments.

– What is fixed is the duration of the loan; the variable component is the 
fraction of a person’s income absorbed by repayments (referred to as the 
repayment burden). 

– Because repayments stay the same (in the absence of interest rate changes), 
the repayment burden increases if income falls. 



But with an ICL

• Repayments are x per cent of the borrower’s current income until repaid

• In all ICL systems (except Hungary) payments are taken only after 
income reaches a threshold (to protect those facing financial stress) 

• In an ICL system the duration of repayments is variable
– longer for borrowers with lower incomes, and unique to each debtor because 

the path of income is similarly unique. 



ICL vs TBRL

• Income-contingent loans have many features not shared by TBRL. 
For example:

i. An increase in the interest rate has no effect on monthly repayments; 
what changes is the duration of repayment 

ii. What is fixed by law is the fraction of a person’s income absorbed by 
loan repayments.

iii. If a person’s income rises, their repayments increase but their 
repayment burden cannot exceed the maximum repayment rate defined 
in the policy. 
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ICL vs Graduate tax

• ICLs involve direct payment of fees to universities cf graduate tax 
relies on government transferring money to universities
– No guarantee all revenue will go to universities in a well directed 

way

• Defining a graduate and administering graduate tax complicated
– Is it all graduates or just new graduates?
– What if person obtained qualification overseas or (like me) paid full  

fees for their qualification?

• Effectively a loan which cannot be paid off
– Has infinite interest rate

• Not well targeted
– What if dropout?
– Marginal cost of additional HE study zero
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ICL design - parameters

• The core elements of an ICL are:
i. How much debt – very difficult when high proportion of private provision? 

ii. Loan access universal or means tested? Different for private vs public universities? 
iii. The  first income threshold, that is, the level of income at which repayments first 

start. 

iv. Are there more repayment threshold(s), that is, the level of income at which 
higher repayment rates start

v. The repayment rate(s), that is, repayments as a percent of a person’s income 
(marginal or average) which apply above the threshold(s)

vi. The interest rate and/or loan surcharge/administrative charge relative to the 
government cost of borrowing;

vii. The maximum number of years of repayment – forgiveness?



What is meant by ‘income’ in an ICL?

• An ICL is a loan system where repayments are based on your income e.g. in 
the UK  9% of every £ you earn above £25,000 

In UK, Australia and New Zealand the repayment is calculated in every pay 
period (like tax) and it is just another deduction taken by your employer

– Employer withholding based on current income – the debtor has to do 
NOTHING

• In Japan and US it is done on basis of retrospective income and in US the 
debtor has to show proof of income

– Insurance mechanism compromised
• In Australia and England based on gross taxable income whereas in in Japan 

it is based on net income after deductions for children, low-earnings 
spouses, social insurance etc



And what is meant by ‘contingent’ in ICL?

• Repayment is contingent on income being above a 
threshold (even if that threshold is zero as in Hungary) 
and is based on the repayment rate
– A loan system that has a minimum repayment 

regardless of income is, by definition, not truly 
income contingent 

• Much better to have lower thresholds and slightly higher 
repayment rates than a minimum payment irrespective of 
income
– Problem with current Japanese and Hungarian ICLs



Example: Japan Actual ICL vs Simple ICL
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Repayment rate and thresholds
• Need to set the proportion of income required  to pay back every period –

the repayment rate (NB: RB never exceeds the repayment rate)
• In UK – 9% of every £ above £25,000 – marginal repayment rate
• In Australia 1% of all income above c$45,881 and then increases (by 0.5 

% ppt increments)to a maximum of 10% above $134,573 – average
repayment rate

• Marginal rates collect less money so need to be higher whereas average 
repayment rates involve very high marginal tax rates at the thresholds 
hence the need to have lots of thresholds

• Lower thresholds raise more money at quicker rate but if too low may 
impact harshly on low earning graduates

– Hungary has a system where there is no threshold but lower repayment 
rate (6%) 



Interest rates
• One way to reduce subsidies is to have an interest rate

– In Australia the interest rate is 0% real, in the UK it is between 
0%-3% real depending on income (3% real for all students whilst 
studying) and in NZ it is 0% nominal

– A high interest rate increases the time taken to repay the ICL not 
the payment in any period (which is determined by the repayment 
rate and income only)

– Problems if interest rates are too high are 
i. regressive within cohort of borrowers 

ii. rich graduates may avoid paying higher interest rate by taking lower interest 
rate commercial loans which costs government money

iii. may discourage people taking out loans



Surcharge

• Another way of reducing costs to the government is to impose a loan 
surcharge

– E.g. if borrow R$ 20,000 and there was a 10% loan surcharge 
(R$ 2,000) you would have to pay back a debt of R$ 22,000. 

– Much more transparent than compound interest rates
– Ensures richest graduates repay the highest proportion of the 

loan value if interest rate is at or lower than the government cost 
of borrowing

– This was original Australian system (discount for upfront 
payment)
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Forgiveness?

• In Australia you pay until your loan is repaid or you die
• In UK you pay until your loan is repaid or for 30 years –

whichever is less
– After 30 years all loans are written off (part of the 

subsidy)
– Having forgiveness is more expensive but in UK there is 

a high real interest rate which offsets this cost so 
forgiveness important for progressivity



Universality?

• In most countries with ICLs it is universally available to all students 
irrespective of background (e.g. Hungary, New Zealand, Australia, UK)

• But in others it is not (e.g. Japan, South Korea). 
• If eligibility for ICLs are means tested:

– potentially excluding people who will do badly in the labour market in the 
future  (so no insurance for those excluded)

– where you come from is not a good predictor of how you do in the future 
(again insurance mechanism is not fully operational)

• However universality is a risk where there is high private sector provision 
unless strong regulation on quality and caps on loan amounts



Variety of Loans? 

• There should be one type of well designed student loan 
• Giving students choice over TBRL vs ICL is bad design

– Situation in US – those expecting to do badly in 
labour market choose ICL and those who expect to do 
well choose TBRL – ‘adverse selection’

– Similar problem in Japan



ICL scheme needs to be appropriate to each 
country’s specific circumstances

• Every country is different in terms of public vs private 
provision, income tax regime, social security system, labour 
markets, size of informal sector, labour market mobility etc

• Getting the loan design right is so important for protecting 
students AND for government revenue

• Need to use country specific micro data and robust simulation 
methods to get the ICL loan design right
i. Can’t take ICL from other countries – design needs to be 

sensitive to the labour market and institutions in that 
country

ii. But the core elements of good design apply equally across 
countries



ICL Design

• Crucial aspect in evaluating and designing student loans 
systems including ICLs is to simulate entire distribution of 
future graduate earnings and income dynamics

• Relatively simple methods available to do this in a reliable 
way even when countries have limited data

• Our group has lots of expertise of doing this in lots of 
countries

• Every country is different so no one size fits all answer
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Need to use entire earnings distribution – Chilean 
graduate earnings by percentile (including those not 
in work)
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Japan
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Single BA graduates in Japan
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Brazil
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Concluding remarks
• In most countries an ICL can provide a workable and sustainable 

solution to student loan provision
• Designing a sustainable ICL for a particular country difficult
• Depends on:

– Lifetime earnings and labour force participation of graduates and 
how much they fluctuate over time 

– The way that the tax and social security systems in each country 
works and is collected and on the unit that is taxed (individual, 
couple)

– The parameters of the ICL loan
– Mix of private/public 

• Needs to be carefully designed, using detailed micro data and 
with full understanding of the institutional arrangements of the 
country involved
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Obrigada
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